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MAKING INDUSTRY 4.0 REALLY WORK.
In the platform economy, it’s critical to have the right operating system. The PCG I4.OS
is the foundation businesses rely on to get the most out of Industry 4.0.

INDUSTRY 4.0 IS THE FUTURE.
The platform economy is at the heart of business today.
Platforms provide the infrastructure on which to run
business processes, analytics, applications and workflows in
a manner that is secure, scalable and integrated.
Platforms are an integral component of the “Factory
of the Future” and “Digital Business” which, today, is a
requirement for cost, labor, opportunity and profitability.
Industry 4.0 platforms make established business models
obsolete or force a repositioning around new ways of doing
business demanded by customers, supply chain partners
and the marketplace.

THE INDUSTRY 4.0 GAP.
While Industry 4.0 enables completely new services
and business models, there exists two gaps in most
companies.
First, is the gap between aspiration and capability. The
second is the gap between advantage and risk.
Many businesses are “stuck” in legacy business
systems, outdated business processes, disconnected
company information, sporadic mobility and little
connection between the “shop floor” and the “top
floor.” This creates the aspiration and capability gap.
Platforms create their own gap in that they are both
an advantage and a risk. An advantage by bringing
new capabilities, security and scalability to a business,
and an advantage in that much is out of the traditional
control of business.
These gaps create great pressure on business leaders
to consider and decide on how to move forward toward
Industry 4.0.
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PCG offers the industry’s first, most comprehensive
Industry 4.0 Operating System designed to eliminate
the gaps, make technology decisions easier and to
enable business to reap all the benefits of Industry 4.0
possible.
Industry 4.0 benefits are realized through a four-step
process, each building on the prior to ensure success:

1

I4.OS Maturity Assessment: Baselining
your business, organization, processes and
technologies to understand and prioritize the
way forward to Industry 4.0 success.

2

I4.OS Technologies: The identification and
validation of the right platform technologies
that predictably delivers Industry 4.0 from
“the shop floor to the top floor.”

3

I4.OS Implementation: Applying the proven
and successful experiences, skills, knowledge,
methodologies, leadership and partnership
that makes Industry 4.0 a reality—on-time and
on-budget.

4

I4.OS Optimization: Taking your business
to the next level of integration, automation,
artificial intelligence and machine learning
capability that truly sets your business apart
from the rest.

While many companies talk about Industry 4.0, PCG
is the only source of the I4.OS that makes Industry
4.0 work. Put I4.OS to work and lead.
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